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ABSTRACT 
A set of matrices M is rank decomposable if each matrix T in M is the sum of r 
rank one matrices in M, where r is the rank of T. We show that an incidence space, 
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if the bipartite graph associated with the pattern is chordal. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
We study spaces of matrices supported on a prescribed pattern. We are 
interested in determining when each matrix T supported on this pattern can 
be decomposed into a sum of rank one matrices supported on the same 
pattern, where the number of summands is equal to the rank of T. There is a 
natural bipartite graph associated to each pattern. We will show that the 
desired decompositions are possible if and only if this graph has a certain 
chordal property. This solves a problem posed in [5]. In the last section, we 
make a conjecture regarding the obstruction to decomposing matrices of 
limited rank on the pattern. This conjecture is verified in the smaller cases. 
We are primarily interested in the case of complex matrices. However, as 
one referee observed, all our proofs are independent of the field. So we will 
deal with matrices over an arbitrary field F. We have learned from C. 
Johnson that he and j. Miller had independently found our Theorem 1.3 by 
other methods [7]. 
Let ~ denote {1, 2 . . . . .  n}, where n is a positive integer. A subset of 
x ~ will be called a pattern. The incidence matrix of a pattern ~o~ is the 
m x n matrix [xij] , where 
* i f  (i,j) ~¢~', 
xiJ = 0 if ( i , j )  ~Y .  
The support ~,(T) of an m X n matrix T is the set 
~(T)  = {( i , j ) :  tij 4" 0}. 
The incidence space S~(Y) of a pattern ~ consists of all m x n matrices with 
coefficients in F and support contained in ~-~. 
The incidence graph of ~-~ is a bipartite graph ~q~(~) which has m + n 
vertices labeled Pl, P2 . . . . .  Pm, 3'1, 3'2 . . . . .  3",. Vertices Pi and 3"j are adja- 
cent (joined by an edge) in ~(~")  if and only if (i, j )  ~ ~.  It will be 
convenient o identify p, and 3", with the ith row and the j th  column of 
x ~, respectively. Thus Pi = (i} X ~, and 3'j = m × {j}. 
A chain in a graph ~ '  consists of a sequence of distinct vertices v 1 . . . . .  v k 
together with edges connecting v i to v i+ 1 for 1 ~< i < k. A cycle in a graph 
~q~ consists of a chain on at least three distinct vertices v 1 . . . . .  v k together 
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with an edge connecting v k to v 1. A graph whose vertices and edges form a 
single cycle will be called a cycle graph, and a cycle graph with k vertices 
and k edges will be denoted by W k. An edge 8 ~ ~'  is a chord of a cycle c~ if 
e joins vertices in W and e ~ W. An undirected graph is chordal if each of 
its cycles of length 4 or more contains a chord. In a bipartite graph the length 
of any cycle is even, and no cycle of length 4 has a chord. So for bipartite 
graphs the following definition of chordality is appropriate [3]. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A bipartite graph is chordal if each of its cycles of 
length 6 or more contains a chord. 
Chordality has already been found to be important in a number of 
contexts. The connection between chordality and the existence of perfect 
elimination schemes is described in [3]. It is also arises naturally in certain 
matrix completion problems, such as the existence of positive completions for 
symmetric patterns [4, 8]. When one studies a symmetric pattern ~" of ~ x 
containing the diagonal D = {(i, i) : i ~ ~}, it is perhaps more natural to 
consider the graph f f (~) on n vertices v 1 . . . . .  v n with an edge between v~ 
and vy corresponding to nonzero entries xij and xj~ of ~.  
It is not difficult o show, for a symmetric pattern containing the diagonal, 
that when the bipartite graph ~,(~o~) is chordal, then the symmetric graph 
ff(~t ') is also chordal. However, the converse is not true. (See Exercise 2, p. 
265 of [3].) 
Surprisingly, even for symmetric matrices on symmetric patterns, it is the 
chordality of the bipartite graph, not the chordality of ~'(~-~), which is 
relevant to our decomposability question. An example will be given in 
Example 2.4 at the end of the next section. 
Every m × n rank one matrix is a product of the form ef*, where 
e ~ F m and f ~ F" are column vectors, and f*  denotes the conjugate 
transpose of f if the field F has a natural involution; otherwise, it denotes the 
transpose. The support of any rank one matrix is a rectangle. In fact, 
~(ef*)  = E(e) X E ( f ) ,  
where we define ~(g) = {i : gi ~ 0} for any vector g = (gi) ~ Fn. 
For each (i, j )  ~ ~ X ~, let Eij denote the m x n matrix unit which has 
1 in the (i, j )  position and O's elsewhere. Let {e I . . . . .  era} be the standard 
basis for F m, and likewise, let {fl . . . . .  fn} be the standard basis for F n. Then 
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E~j = e~fj*. Clearly, E,~ has rank 1. Furthermore, E~j ~ Sa(~) if and only if 
(i, j )  ~ ~', and hence each incidence space Sa(~) is spanned by the matrix 
units {Eq : ( i , j )  ~} .  It follows that each matrix T in S~(~) is the sum of 
rank one matrices in Sa(~'). However, the number of rank one summands of 
T may exceed its rank. 
DEFINITION 1.2. A matrix T is decomposable [in Sa(~)] if T is the sum 
of rank(T) rank one matrices in ~(~) .  A pattern ~ is decomposable if each 
matrix in Sa(~) is decomposable• Otherwise, ~ is indecomposable. 
Partial results exist in the literature• It is shown in [2] that the algebra of 
upper triangular matrices is decomposable. Indeed, the result holds for any 
nest algebra. Examples of spaces which are not decomposable were con- 
structed in [6]. They produced, for each n >/2, an example of a pattern ~-~ 
and a rank two matrix supported on ~ which required at least n rank one 
summands in any decomposition i  SP(~). 
The main result in this paper is a graph-theoretic characterization f the 
decomposable patterns. 
THEOREM 1.3. A pattern ~ is decomposable if and only if the graph 
~(~)  is chordal. 
2. DECOMPOSABILITY IMPLIES CHORDALITY 
The proof is developed in a sequence of lemmas. In this section, we show 
that the graph of any decomposable pattern is chordal• We begin with the 
case of the 2n-cycle space. Let ~ ,  be the n x n pattern whose incidence 
matrix represents a 2n-cycle: 
* 0 "" 0 * 
* * "• 0 
0 * 
• ". ", * 0 
0 "" 0 * * 
LEMMA 2.1. The 2n-cycle space SP(~2,) is indecomposable for n >1 3. 
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Proof. Let 
= 
1 0 ... 0 -1 -  
-1  1 . 0 
0 -1  
.-. 0 
1 0 
-1  1 
Then T~ E~(~C~2n ), and it is easy to check that rank(T n) = n - 1. 
Suppose that T n can be written as the sum of k rank one matrices, 
nl ,  R 2 . . . . .  ak ,  in Sa(~2~). Then 
k 
i=1 
However I~(Ri)l < 9 for each i, since each rectangular subset of ~2n has at 
most two elements. So 
2n = = 
k 
U 
i=1  
~<2k. 
Hence 71, requires at least n rank ones in this sum. Thus T n is indecompos- 
able in ~2n ), and hence ~2n is indecomposable. • 
Say that y is a subpattern of 2 ~ if it is obtained from 2 ~ by deleting some 
rows and columns. That is, ,~" is a subpattern of 2 ~ if there are subsets 
A c ~ and B ___ ~ such that y = 2~n (A x B). We may think of Sa(,~ ") as a 
subspace of 5"(2 ~) corresponding to the rows from A and columns from B. 
The graph ~(y)  is an induced subgraph of ~(2"); it is obtained from 
~'(2 ~) by retaining the vertices corresponding to A U B and all edges 
between these vertices in ~,~(Y). 
The proof of the easy direction of our theorem follows from an elemen- 
tary hereditary property of decomposable patterns. 
LEMMA 2.2. Any subpattern of a decomposable pattern is decomposable. 
Proof. Suppose that .~'=2~n (A X B), and that 2" is decomposable. 
Let T ~ Sa(~ ") be a matrix of rank k. Let PA and QB be the m x m and 
n x n diagonal projections onto span{e~ : i ~ A} and span{fj :j ~ B}, respec- 
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tively. Then Sa(y )  = PAS~(a~)QB. Since ~ is decomposable, T decomposes 
with respect o ~ as a sum 
k 
T= ERi ,  
i=1  
where each R i is a rank one matrix in J~(~). Then 
k 
T = PATQB = ~_, PaR,QB, 
i=1  
where each PA RiQs has rank at most 1, and is supported on y .  [Indeed, 
since rank(T) = k, each term will be exactly rank one.] This is the desired 
decomposition f T. • 
COROLLARY 2.3. I f  ~ °~ is decomposable, then ~q~(~') is chordal. 
Proof. If ~q~(~-~) is not chordal, then ~ has a subpattern y whose 
pattern ~q~(,~¢') is a 2k-cycle for some k >t 3. But Lemma 2.1 shows that ~¢" is 
indecomposable. So by Lemma 2.2, ~-~ is indecomposable. • 
This completes one half of the proof of Theorem 1.3. 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Even for symmetric matrices supported on symmetric 
patterns containing the diagonal, the chordality of the bipartite graph, not the 
symmetric graph is the relevant obstruction. 
Consider the pattern 
* * 0 0 0 * ]  / * * * * 0 * 0 * * * 0 0 0 * * * * * 
0 0 0 * * * 
* * 0 * * * 
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and 
T = 
01000i]0 1 0 -1  0 0 0 
0 -1  0 1 0 
0 0 1 0 -1  " 
0 0 0 -1  0 
-1  0 0 0 1 
It is readily verified that the restriction to the even rows and odd columns 
yields a 6-cycle. So ~'(~') is not chordal. However, the graph ~'(~) contains 
the cycle vlv2v3v4vsv6v 1, together with the edges v2v 4, v4v 6, and v2v ~. This 
is readily seen to be triangulated, and thus is chordal. Notice that the maximal 
rectangles of nonzero entries of ,~ consist of the five nonzero entries of each 
even row and each even column and the 3 × 3 patterns using the rows and 
columns {2, 3, 4}, {4, 5, 6}, {1, 2, 6}, and {2, 4, 6}. 
We will show that the symmetric matrix T, which is of rank 4, does not 
decompose into the sum of four rank one matrices upported on this pattern. 
Indeed, suppose that T-- -R 1 +R 2 +R 3+R4,  where each R i is a (not 
necessarily symmetric) rank one matrix supported on ~-~. It is easy to see that 
any set of five rows or columns of T has rank four. Thus none of the R i may 
be supported on a single row or column. Hence each is supported on one, 
and only one, of the 3 × 3 patterns. Thus at least one of the 3 × 3 patterns 
using the rows and columns {2, 3, 4}, {4, 5, 6}, or {1, 2, 6} supports at most one 
of the R,'s. Because of the symmetry of T, we may assume without loss of 
generality that the pattern on the rows and columns {1, 2, 6} supports only 
one R i. Consider the first row and column. The five starred entries can only 
be obtained in S:(~ -~) from the 3 × 3 patterns using the rows {1, 2, 6}. The 
corresponding matrix entries of T cannot be extended to a rank one matrix on 
this 3 × 3 square. Thus, at least two of the Ri's must be supported on this 
square in any decomposition. This contradiction shows that the desired 
decomposition does not exist. 
3. CHORDALITY IMPLIES DECOMPOSABILITY 
To complete the proof of Theorem 1.3, it suffices to show that the graph 
of any indecomposable pattern contains a chordless cycle of length six or 
more. First we define minimally indecomposable patterns and establish some 
of their properties. 
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DEFINITION 3.1. A pattern ~-~ is minimally indecomposable if ~ '  is 
indecomposable and if each proper subpattern of ~ is decomposable. A 
pattern Y is minimally k-indecomposable if ~ is minimally indecomposable 
and if k is the minimal rank of the indecomposable matrices in S i f t ) .  
Thus if ~ is minimally k-indecomposable, then (i) there is an indecom- 
posable matrix with rank k in S i f t ) ;  (ii) every matrix in S : (~)  with rank less 
than k is decomposable; and (iii) every matrix supported on a proper 
subpattern of ~ is decomposable. 
It follows from Lemma 2.2 that every indecomposable pattern has a 
minimally k-indecomposable subpattern for some k ~> 2. The following 
weaker notion of decomposability will also be useful. 
DEFINITION 3.2. A matrix T splits [in 5:(,~)] if it can be written as a 
nontrivial sum T = T 1 + T 2 of matrices T1 and T 2 in S : (~)  such that 
rank(T) = rank( T 1 ) 4- rank(T 2). 
We say that T 1 and T 2 are proper summands of T. 
It is evident from the definitions that if ,~ is a minimally k-indecomposa- 
ble pattern and if T is an indecomposable matrix in Sa(~) with rank k, then 
T does not split in Sff~f:). 
A simple inductive argument shows that a pattern Y is decomposable if 
and only if each matrix in S : (~)  with rank greater than 1 has a rank one 
summand in S:(~,-~). The next lemma describes the rank one summands of a 
given matrix T. This lemma is quite old, but the easy proof is included for the 
reader's convenience. It is referred to as the Wedderburn-Householder 
theorem in [1]. 
LEMMA 3.3. A rank one matrix R is a summand of a matrix T in the fuU 
matrix space ~,,,~n if and only if there are vectors e ~ F m and f ~ F n such 
that 
R = Tfe*T and e*Tf= 1. (1) 
Proof. First suppose that R is a rank one matrix satisfying (1). It is clear 
that ker(T) _ ker(R), and hence ker(T) ___ ker(T - R). 
On the other hand, Tf -~ O, whereas 
(T  - R ) f  = Tf - (T f ) (e*T f )  = O, 
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and so ker(T) 4= ker(T - R). This shows that rank(T - R) < rank(T), and 
hence R is a summand of T. 
To prove the converse, suppose that R = xy* is a rank one summand of 
T. Then x ~ Ran(R) _ Ran(T) and y ~ Ran(R*) ___ Ran(T*), and hence 
there are vectors e ~ R m and f ~ F ~ such that R = (Tf)(T*e)* = Tfe*T. 
Now choose any h in ker(T - R) \ ker(T). Then 
o Th = ah  = Tfe*Th = Tfe*ah,  
and so 
0 4~ e*Rh = (e*T f )e*Rh,  
whence it follows that e*Tf = 1. • 
We now establish some properties of the graphs of minimally indecom- 
posable patterns. 
LEMMA 3.4. The graph of  a minimally indecomposable pattern is con- 
nected. 
Proof. Suppose that ~ = ~' (~)  has more than one connected compo- 
nent, and that the vertices of one component are A tO B, corresponding to 
rows A G { Pl, P2 . . . . .  Pro} and columns B __c_ {Yl, T2 . . . . .  Yn}. It is easy to 
see that ~ '  does not contain any isolated vertex. So A and B are proper 
subsets of { Pl, P2 . . . . .  Pro} and {Yl, T2 . . . . .  Yn}, respectively. Hence ~q~ = ~'1 
U~'  2, where 21 =~¢3(A  XB)  and ~2 =~'A(A  c ×BC), and with 
AC = { Pl, P2 . . . . .  Pro} \ A and B c = {Yl, T2 . . . . .  Yn} \ B. 
Let ~1 and ~ be the corresponding subpatterns of ~ .  I f  T is any matrix 
supported on ~,  then T decomposes as a sum T = T 1 + T2, where each T~ is 
supported on ~.  Note that T 1 and T 2 have independent ranges, and likewise, 
T~' and T~ have independent ranges. Thus it follows that 
rank(T) = rank( T 1) -4- rank(T 2). 
The proper subpatterns ~ are decomposable by assumption, and so each T i 
decomposes in ~(~) .  Thus T is decomposable in .9~(~-~), and this contradicts 
the indecomposability of,,-~. • 
In the next lemma we show that the rows and columns of a minimally 
indecomposable pattern are incomparable, in a sense which we now define. 
The set pt(,,-~) = {j : (i, j )  ~ ~q~}, where i ~ ~,  will be called the ith row 
section of the pattern Y. Column sections are defined similarly. For j ~ ~, 
yj(,~) = {i: (i, j )  ~ ~}. 
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DEFINITION 3.5. Let Pi and Pk be rows in ~ × ~. We say that p, is 
dominated in g~' by Pk if pi(g ~') ___ pk(,~). We write Pi ~ Pk. Dominance for 
columns is defined similarly. Two rows (columns) are comparable if one 
dominates the other. 
Thus p~ ~ Pk if in the matrix of ,i ~, for each 0 in Pk, there is a 0 in the 
corresponding position in Pi. 
The next lemma is the key observation. 
LEMMA 3.6. No two rows or columns of a minimally indecomposable 
pattern are comparable. 
Proof. Suppose that ~" is a minimally k-indecomposable pattern and 
that the first column Yl dominates the second T2. Let Q = I n - f l f F ,  and 
let f /=  ~Q be the subpattern of ~ '  obtained by deleting the first column. 
Let T be an indecomposable matrix in S'~(~) of rank k. Then T does not 
split in S~(£~). 
Now T = TQ + Tflf~, and rank(TflfF) ~< 1, and so T splits in Sa(,i ~) if 
rank(TQ) = k - 1. So we may suppose that rank(TQ)= k. We may also 
assume that the second column of T is nonzero. Otherwise, T is supported 
on the subpattern of ~ obtained by deleting the second column. This 
subpattern is decomposable, and this implies that T decomposes on this 
pattern and hence on ~-~, contrary to hypothesis. 
Since TQ is supported on fd, it is decomposable. So
k 
rp  = ER, ,  
i= l  
where each R~ is a rank one matrix in Sa(y) .  At least one of the summands, 
say R 1, has nonzero entries in the second column. By Lemma 3.3, there are 
vectors e ~ F m and f ~ F" such that 
R 1 = TQfe*TQ and e*TQf= 1. 
Furthermore, since R 1 has nonzero entries in the second column, 
E(TQf)  c_ pz(~)  c p , (~) .  
Define 
R = TQfe*T. 
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Since e*TQf = 1, R is rank one summand of T by Lemma 3.3. Furthermore, 
E (R)  c__ E(R~)  u ['2,(TQf) x {1}1 _ E(R~)  u [ O,(,~) x {1}1 _c2", 
and so R ~ Sa(~).  Hence T splits in 5~(~), contrary to the hypothesis. • 
Lemmas 3.4 and 3.6 can now be used to show that the graph of a 
minimally indecomposable pattern is a chordiess cycle. 
LEMMA 3.7. The edges in the graph of a minimally indecomposable 
pattern form a chordless cycle of length six or more. 
Proof. Suppose that ~ is a minimally indecomposable pattern. Note that 
there can be no zero rows or zero columns. Likewise, there cannot be any 
rows (columns) in ~ '  with a single nonzero entry. For then, either it is 
dominated by another row (column), contradicting Lemma 3.6, or it is also 
the single nonzero entry in its column (row). In this case, the graph is 
disconnected, contradicting Lemma 3.4. In terms of the graph, this means 
that each vertex has degree at least two. And given any two row (column) 
vertices, each has an edge connecting it to a vertex not connected to the 
other. 
We shall construct in ~(~)  a chordless chain of maximal length. Start 
with any row vertex v t. Since Y has no zero rows, v I is adjacent o a column 
vertex v 2. Since v 2 has degree at least two, v 2 is adjacent o a row vertex 
v 3 :~ v 1. By Lemma 3.6, rows are incomparable, and so there is a column 
vertex v 4 which is adjacent to v 3 but not adjacent to v 1. Similarly, since 
columns are incomparable, there is a row vertex v 5 which is adjacent o v 4 
but not to v~. Because ~(~)  is bipartite, vl, v2, v3, Va, v 5 are the vertices of 
a chordless chain. 
Continue in this fashion until a chordless chain f~ of maximal ength is 
obtained, and let v 1 be its last vertex. By the above argument, l >/5. Since v t 
and vt_ 2 are incomparable, there is a vertex vz+ 1 which is adjacent o v I but 
not to v l_ 2- Since l~ is maximal, v t is adjacent o v~_ zj for some j >/2. Take 
j as small as possible. Then vt_2j . . . . .  vt+ 1 is a cycle of length 2j  + 2. Thus 
we have found a subgraph which is a 2k-cycle for some k >/3. By the 
minimality of ~ ,  ~ ' (~)  must equal this cycle. • 
The proof of Theorem 1.3 is now easily completed. 
COROLLARY 3.8. The graph of every indecomposable pattern contains a 
2k-cycle for some k >i 3. 
Proof. Suppose that ~ is an indecomposable pattern. Then ~ contains a 
minimally indecomposable subpattern ,~,/. By Lemma 3.7, ~( ,~/ )  is a 2k-cycle 
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for some k >/3. Since this is an induced subgraph of o~'(~'), it has no chords 
in ~(~-~). So ~'(~-~) is not chordal. • 
4. OBSTRUCTIONS FOR GIVEN RANK 
We raise the question of describing the obstruction to decomposing 
matrices in SP(~) of given rank. We propose the following: 
CONJECTURE 4.1. If YF contains no 2n-cycle subpatterns for 3 <~ n <~ k, 
then every matrix T ~ 5~(~) of rank less than k decomposes in ~(~) .  
We will verify this in the cases k ~< 5 and give an example that shows that 
the existence only of chordless 6-cycles can be an obstacle to splitting 
matrices of all ranks. The general problem remains open. However, it is easily 
verified for the 2k-cycle spaces themselves. 
LEMMA 4.2. Every matrix T in the 2n-cycle space 5~(~2,) with 
rank(T) ~<n-2  
is decomposable. The support of any such matrix T is contained in the union 
of rank(T) rows and columns. 
Proof. It is easy to see that if ~(T) = ~2n, then the rank of T is at least 
n - 1. Indeed, with ~2n represented asin Lemma 2.1, the first n - 1 rows 
of any matrix with support equal to ~zn are linearly independent. So if 
rank(T) ~< n - 2, then ~(T) is a proper subset of ~'2n. 
But each proper subset of ~'2n is acyclic. So by Theorem 1.3, T is 
decomposable in S'~(]~(T)) and afortiori in 5'~(~2,). Since each rank one 
matrix in S~(~2n) is supported on a single row or column, the lemma is 
proved. • 
Although we conjecture that long cycles do not affect he decomposability 
of matrices of small rank, the following example shows that short cycles can 
obstruct he splitting of matrices Of large rank. 
EXAMPLE 4.3. A graph may have 6-cycles, but no longer ones, and 
support operators from rank 2 to n, none of which split with respect o the 
pattern. Consider the (n + 1) × (n + 1) matrix 
[,n 0] A= 1" 
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where I, is the n x n identity matrix, I is an n-vector consisting entirely of 
ones, and a is an n-vector with coefficients ~1, t~ z, . .. , t~, for which ~"~=l~ 
= 0, but E~ e s ai =/= 0 for each proper subset S of g. 
Let ~ = E(A). It is easy to verify that ~q~(~q~') contains many chordless 
6-cycles, but no longer cycles. Since l *a  = 0, it follows that rank(A) = n. 
Now suppose that A splits in Sa(~)  as a sum A = B + C. Let B = [bij] and 
let C =[cq] .  Let k = rank(B), whence rank(C)=n-k .  Let P be the 
diagonal projection 
,=['0 
Since I n = PBP + PCP, we see that rank(PBP) = k, and rank(PCP) = n - 
k. Since PBP and PCP are supported on 2", they are diagonal operators. 
Because of their ranks, it follows easily that PBP and PCP are diagonal 
projections. For convenience, we shall rearrange the first n rows and columns 
so that PBP = I k ~ On_ k and PCP = O k • I ,_  k. Then, since rank(B) = k, 
bi,n+ 1 = bn+l, ~ = 0 for k + 1 ~< i ~< n. 
Likewise 
c~,,+ 1 =c ,+1,  i=O for 1 ~<i~<k. 
Therefore B and C have the form 
[ I k~On_  k PBPa] 
B = [ I*PBP 
[Ok~In_ k PCPa] 
C = [ I*PCP 
It is easy to check that B has rank r exactly when 
k 
~.2 ai = I*PBPa = O. 
i=1  
Since this is false by construction, the desired splitting fails. In particular, A 
is indecomposable. 
It is easy to see that, for 2 -N< k ~ n, there is a nonsplittable matrix with 
rank k supported on the last k + 1 rows and columns of ~ .  
Now we turn our attention to operators of rank at most four. 
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THEOREM 4.4. Suppose that T is an m × n matrix in Sa(~ ') o f  rank 
s <~ 4. I f  ~" is a pattern whose graph has no (chordless) 2k-cycles fo r  
k ~ s + 1, then T decomposes as a sum o fs  rank one matrices in S#(~).  
Proof. If ,W contains no 2k-cycles at all, then it is decomposable by 
Theorem 1.3. So we can assume that ,W contains such a cycle for some 
k >/s + 2. We will proceed by induction on s and the size of ,~. Lemma 4.2 
establishes the result for all cycle spaces. So we may also assume that the 
result is established for all subpatterns of ~", and for matrices in SP(~) with 
rank less than s. 
Suppose that T ~ Sa(~) and has rank s. If T has a zero row or column, 
then T is supported on a subpattern and hence is decomposable. Sowe may 
assume that each row and column of T is nonzero. Similarly, if T splits in 
S#(~'), then each of its summands decomposes and hence T decomposes. So 
we may assume that T does not split. 
Rearrange the rows and columns o that the 2k-cycle is supported on the 
first k rows and columns and has the same form as in Lemma 2.1. We then 
have the followin~ matrix forms for ~-~ and T, relative to the orthogonal 
decompositions F~*  F n-k and F k * F m-k of the domain and range spaces 
F" and Fm: 
~O~=[~: ~2]  and T=[T21 22 
where ~1 = ~zk is the 2k-cycle. Let P = I k • O m k denote the orthogonal 
projection from F m onto F k • Ore_ k, and let Q ~- I k • On_ k denote the 
orthogonal projection from F n onto F k ~9 0n_k. 
Since k > s, the first k columns of T are linearly dependent. So one such 
column is a linear combination of the others. Without loss of generality, this 
may be taken to be the first column. 
Let F 1 = I n - f l f~ ,  and let T'  = TF 1. Thus T' is obtained from T by 
replacing the first column with a zero column. Since each row of T is 
nonzero, and the first column of T is a linear combination of the others, each 
row of T' is nonzero, and rank(T') = rank(T). Furthermore, since T' is 
supported on ,~F 1, a proper subpattern of ~ ,  it can be decomposed asa sum 
of s rank one matrices upported on ~-~FI: 
T'  = R 1 +""  +R s. 
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Suppose that one of the summands, say R 1, satisfies R1Q = 0, and 
consider the matrix T - R 1. Its range is the span of Ran(T'  - R 1) and Tfp 
But since Tf~ is a l inear combination of {Tf~ = (T '  - R1)f~ : 2 ~< i ~< k}, we 
see that 
rank(T - R l )  = rank(T '  - R1) = s - 1. 
So R 1 is a summand of T in SP(~q~). Hence T splits, contrary to our 
assumption. So we may suppose that each R~ has nonzero entries in the first 
k columns. 
In the remaining case, each R~ has some nonzero entry in the first k 
columns. Those R~ which also have nonzero entries in the first k rows must 
have nonzero entries on the 2k-cycle. Because the support is a rectangle, this 
limits each R~ to having nonzero coefficients in at most two rows and one 
column or one row and two columns from among the first k rows and k - 1 
columns. Since each row of T '  is nonzero, it follows that k ~< 2s. 
We will show that if k = 2s - 1 or 2s, then T must have a zero row or 
column. Indeed, all s summands must have nonzero support in the first 
k × (k - 1) block. Of these, s - 1 each have support on two distinct rows. 
The last summand has nonzero support on the remaining row or rows. From 
the 2k-cycle pattern, it is easy to see that this forces rank(PT'Q) = s, and 
thus rank(T u )  = s. 
In this case, a zero column (or row) of T n extends to a zero column (or 
row) of T. [This is because there are s independent columns of Tll. The zero 
column of T n is the trivial (zero) l inear combination of these columns, and 
this relation persists to the corresponding columns of T.] By Lemma 4.2, the 
support of T n is contained in the union of r rows and c columns with 
r + c = s. This must include all k rows and columns; hence k ~< 2c + r and 
k ~< c + 2 r. Adding yields 
2max{2s-  1, s +2} ~<2k ~<3s. 
These two inequalities in s yield the contradictory conclusions s ~< 2 and 
s >/4, which is impossible. Thus k ~< 2s - 2. 
These observations prove the result for s = 2 and s = 3, since the 
restriction s + 2 ~< k ~< 2s - 2 forces s >/4. For  s = 4, this forces k = 6. 
So suppose that s = 4 and k = 6. I f  three of the summands R, cover the 
first six rows, then one sees by inspection that they must have nonzero entries 
exactly on the entries of ~12 in columns 2, 4, and 6. Columns 3 and 5 cannot 
be covered by the fourth summand R 4 unless it has no nonzero entries on 
the 12-cycle. Also note that the columns 3 and 5 are linearly dependent.  The 
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first column of T is a combination of the next five, but it is now apparent that 
this cannot include nonzero multiples of columns 2, 4, or 6. So Tfx is a 
multiple of column 3, and lies in the range of R 4. Hence R~ = R 4 + Tfl f~ 
is a rank one matrix supported on 2 ~, and 
T=R I+R 2 +R 3 +R~.  
If  all four summands have nonzero entries in ~11, then since these 
summands have nonzero coefficients in all six initial rows and five initial 
columns of T' ,  it is an easy exercise to deduce that rank(PT'Q) = 4, and 
thus rank(T11)= 4. As above, Tal must have no zero row or column. 
Therefore the support of  Tll must be the disjoint union of two single rows 
and two single columns, each with exactly two nonzero entries. Because the 
first column of Tll is a linear combination of the next five columns, we also 
see that the support of Tll includes only one entry in the first column. 
Possibly after a permutation of the rows, we may then suppose that the 
support of Tll is the intersection of ~1 with rows i and 4 and columns 2 
and 5. In particular, the first column must be a multiple of the sixth column 
Tf6. The summands R i of T' must cover all of these nonzero entries in 
columns 2 through 6. Hence, there is exactly one of the R i, say R 1, which has 
nonzero entries on the first row. Thus the range of R 1 includes Rl f  6 = Tf6. 
So we may define 
R'I = R, + Tf l f? .  
This is a rank one matrix in 5a(2~), and T decomposes as 
T=R'  I+R 2+R 3+R 4. 
This completes the proof for s = 4. 
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